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IONIC MACRAMÉ WRAP BRACELET
by Leslie A Pope
www.twistedsistahbeads.com

Texture is the star in this wrap bracelet that features many types bead sizes and finishes.
Skill level: Advanced beginner+
Techniques: Knotting; embellishments
MATERIALS
4 grams size 8ᵒ seed beads (color A)
2 grams size 8ᵒ seed beads (color B)
2 grams size 8ᵒ seed beads (color C)
34 size 2ᵒ seed beads
68 faceted Microspacers
66 True2 2mm fire polish
1 shank button (1/2” or 5/8”)
D weight beading thread to match outer cords

Tex70 (0.12mm) braided cord (outer cord)
Tex210 (0.5mm) braided cord (inner cord)
Clear nail polish
2 Big-Eye needles
Size 11 beading needle
Macramé board
Scissors
Glue or Thread zap (optional)
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NOTE: Photos in this tutorial are shown on the back (blank) side of the macramé board for clarity. Use
the front side with its useful rulers and grid to guide your own progress.
How to measure your bracelet length:
My bracelet length from starting knot to the ending knot measures 13½”, excluding the button loop. It
contains 34 size 2ᵒ beads. The double wrap comfortably fits my 6¼” wrist. Each square knot section and
one 2ᵒ measures approximately ½”. You can adjust by adding or subtracting a beaded section or add a
couple a of square knot.
ATTACH BUTTON
Step 1. Cut one yard of Tex210 cord (inner cord). Thread the button, center it on the cord and tie an
overhand knot up to the shank of the button [PHOTO 1]. Pin the button to the top edge of the macramé
board [PHOTO 2].
TIP: Use clear nail polish to stiffen the cord ends if you cannot get them through the bead holes with a
needle.
Step 2. Thread your desired number of 2ᵒ beads onto both cords [PHOTO 3]. NOTE: You may have to
string the beads on one cord at a time. Tuck the center cords into a bottom edge slot to keep them taut.
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ATTACH OUTER CORDS
NOTE: The outer cords will be designated as R for right cord and L for left cord. It takes two steps to
make one complete square knot.
Step 3. Cut 3.5 yards of Tex70 cord (outer cord), fold in half and attach a Big-Eye to each end. Center the
outer cord under the knot of the inner cords.
Step 4. To make the first half of the square knot: Form a letter “P” by placing the R cord over the inner
cords leaving a small loop on the right and place the L cord over the R cord [PHOTO 4].
Step 5. Bring the L cord under the inner cords and up through the loop on the right, forming a “pretzel”
shape [PHOTO 5].
Step 6. Pull both outer cords snug against the overhand knot [PHOTO 6].
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Step 7. To make the second half of the square knot: Form a number “4” by placing the L cord over the
inner cords leaving a small loop on the left and place the R cord over the L cord [PHOTO 7].
Step 8. Bring the R cord under the inner cords and up through the loop on the left, forming another
pretzel [PHOTO 8].
Step 9. Pull both cords snug to complete the square knot [PHOTO 9].
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Step 10. Repeat Steps 4 through 9 to complete
another square knot [PHOTO 10].

PHOTO 10
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ADD OUTER BEADS
Step 11. Slide one 2ᵒ up to the square knots. String four color A 8ᵒs on each outer cord [PHOTO 11]. The
sets of four 8ᵒs will sit on either side of the center bead.
Step 12. Make two complete square knots following Steps 4 through 9 [PHOTO 12].
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Step 13. Follow Steps 11 and 12 alternating the three colors of 8ᵒs around the center beads. End with
two square knots. NOTE: My design uses color A 8ᵒs between each of the other two colors 8ᵒs. You can
make your own design.
BUTTON LOOP
Step 14. Untuck the inner cords. Gather the inner and outer cords, tie an overhand knot and snug up to
last group of square knots [PHOTO 13]. TIP: You may want to remove the needles first for your safety.
Unpin the bracelet from the top of the board.
Step 15. Make a loose overhand knot with the inner cords only. Insert the button into the loop and
adjust the loop size before pulling the knot snug [PHOTO 14]. NOTE: Leave a little give for the loop to
slide over the button, but be secure enough for the bracelet to stay closed when completed.
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TIP: To complete the following steps you may need to pin the button loop to your macramé board. You
will create a series of lark’s head knots around the button loop.
Step 16. Rethread one outer cord onto a Big-Eye needle and position it to exit from the inside of the
inner cord loop.
Step 17. Form a loop on top of the inner cord [PHOTO 15a]. Sew under the inner cord and through the
loop [PHOTO 15b]. Pull cord snug [PHOTO 15c]. NOTE: The vertical loop of the lark’s head makes a ridge
that should sit on the other edge of the inner cords button loop.
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Step 18. Repeat Step 17 to cover the inner cord with lark’s head knots and carefully sew through the end
overhand knot [PHOTO 16].
Step 19. Repeat Steps 16 through 18 with the other cord [PHOTO 17].
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Step 20. Make an overhand knot approximately 1½” from the button loop using one set of inner and
outer cords and trim excess. Repeat with the other two cords. Design option: Add some 2ᵒs to both
cords before making the end overhand knot.
TIP: You can add a dab of glue to the cord ends to keep them from fraying.
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EDGE EMBELLISHMENT
NOTE: When stitch the edge embellishment be careful not to split or sew through the outer cords.
Step 21. Cut 1.5 yards of beading thread, place on needle, and add a stop bead in the center (the red
bead in the photo). Secure the thread in the knot under the button and exit the first two 8ᵒs along the
first 2ᵒ [PHOTO 18].
Step 22. String a Microspacer and sew through the first two 8ᵒs [PHOTO 19a]. String a 3mm and sew
through the next two 8ᵒs [PHOTO 19b].
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Step 23. Repeat Step 22 down the edge of the bracelet. After adding the last Microspacer, secure the
thread within the bracelet and trim the excess.
Step 24. Remove the stop bead from the second thread, attach a needle and repeat Steps 22 and 23 on
the other side of the bracelet.
Tada, you know have a super and fun wrap bracelet to wear!

Leslie Pope loves sharing her passion for beads. Her business "Twisted Sistah Beads"
is a popular presence at bead shows, and she also teaches nationally. As the senior
designer for the BeadSmith, a global wholesaler of jewelry-making supplies, she
designs with all the newest beads to inspire beaders, and her designs are featured in
leading bead magazines and books. Find her tutorials at twistedsistahbeads.com, in
the BeadSmith.com/ilovebeads free online library of patterns, or her exclusive
Beadsmith patterns from your favorite bead reseller.
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